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Abstract
Background:
The severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2 virus), which resulted in the
worldwide COVID-19 pandemic of 2020, has particularly affected Latin America.
Objective:
The purpose of the study was to analyze the imaging findings of pulmonary COVID-19 in a large
pediatric series.
Materials and methods:
Children with confirmed SARS-CoV-2 infection confirmed by either quantitative reverse
transcription-polymerase chain reaction from nasopharyngeal swabs or presence of circulating
IgM and/or IgG antibodies and who underwent chest radiograph (CXR) and/or computed
tomography (CT) were included in this retrospective multicenter study. Three pediatric
radiologists independently reviewed CXRs and CTs to identify the presence, localization,
distribution and extension of pulmonary lesions.
Results:
One hundred and forty children (71 female; median age 6.2 years; interquartile range 1.6-12.1
years) were included in the study. Peribronchial thickening (93%), ground glass opacities (79%)
and vascular engorgement (63%) were the most frequent findings on 131 CXRs. Ground glass
opacities (91%), vascular engorgement (84%) and peribronchial thickening (72%) were the
most frequent findings on 32 CTs. Peribronchial thickening (100%), ground-glass opacities
(90%) and pulmonary vascular engorgement (74%) were common CXR findings in asymptomatic
patients (n=20). Consolidation and ground-glass opacity were significantly higher in patients
who needed ICU admission or expired, in contrast with patients with a good outcome (48% and
91%, vs 24% and 70% p<0.05, respectively).
Conclusion:
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Asymptomatic children and those with mild symptoms of COVID-19 showed mainly peribronchial
thickening, ground-glass opacities and pulmonary vascular engorgement on CXRs. Ground glass
opacity and consolidation, were more common in patients who required ICU admission or died.
Key words: SARS-CoV-2, COVID-19, children, pulmonary imaging, chest x-ray.
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Introduction
Severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2), which causes coronavirus
disease 2019 (COVID-19), represents an ongoing and enduring worldwide health threat [1]. Since
the first reported case of COVID-19 reported in Brazil in late February 2020, the infection rate in
Latin America has increased exponentially, with more than 9 million cases and over 330,000
official deaths to date [2].

Although COVID-19 predominantly affects the adult population, children and young adults are
not exempt from infection, and they can further increase community transmission rates [3].
Despite their higher probability of experiencing only a mild clinical course; some severe cases
have been reported, including children with multifocal pneumonia that progresses to respiratory
failure and multisystem immune-mediated inflammatory disease called “multisystem
inflammatory syndrome in children” (MIS-C) [4,5].

The first imaging studies of patients with COVID-19 included a small number of cases and were
not exclusively pediatric [6,7]. The initial large pediatric series of cases showed that chest
radiographs (CXR) and computed tomography (CT) findings in COVID-19 are nonspecific and
they are not helpful in differentiating this infection from other childhood lower respiratory tract
infections or pneumonia [8,9].
The current study is the first international multicenter investigation promoted by the Latin
American Society of Pediatric Radiology (SLARP), and its aim is to report on radiologic pulmonary
findings in a large pediatric series.
Material and Methods
The Ethics Committees and institutional review boards (IRB) of the Instituto Nacional de Salud
del Niño San Borja (Lima, Perú), the Hospital Infantil de México Federico Gómez (Mexico City,
Mexico) and the Hospital de Niños Sor María Ludovica (La Plata, Argentina) approved the study.
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The institutions in Perú and Mexico waived the requirement for informed patient consent, and
written informed consent was obtained at the hospital in Argentina. Members of the SLARP from
all Latin American countries were invited to participate.
Patients
The study included consecutive pediatric patients (aged 18 and younger) with COVID-19
infection as confirmed by real-time reverse-transcriptase polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) or
immunoglobulin M (IgM) or immunoglobulin G (IgG) serology who underwent at least one
thoracic imaging modality (CXR or CT) between May 15th and June 25th, 2020. We
retrospectively reviewed clinical data, including demographics, symptoms, days from symptom
onset to exam date, comorbidities, Intensive Care Unit (ICU) admission, and fatal outcomes. A
standardized data collection spreadsheet was used by collaborators to record the clinical data
from each site
Image Acquisition
CXR and CT images were acquired in accordance with institutional protocols of each
participating center. The choice of imaging technique depended on equipment availability and
clinical context, as well as regional/national needs and recommendations. Images were
anonymized, coded and stored in an online digital repository for assessment.
Imaging interpretation
Three pediatric radiologists (M.E.U., P.D. and J.A.V.), with 24, 35 and 43 years of experience in
pediatric radiology, respectively, independently reviewed the images using an electronic data
capture form using a free DICOM software viewer (RadiAnt ™, Medixant, Maciej Frankiewicz,
Poznan, Poland). Despite awareness that all subjects had tested positive for infection with the
SARS-CoV-2 virus, the reviewers were blinded to clinical and outcome information. CXRs and CT
images were analyzed to identify the presence of pathologic findings such as peribronchial
thickening, ground-glass opacities, crazy-paving opacities, consolidations, halo signs, reversed
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halo signs, and other abnormalities. The definitions for the findings were adapted from the
Fleischner Society’s Glossary of Terms for Thoracic Imaging [10]. The radiologists assessed the
presence, localization, distribution, and extension (number of lobes involved) of the pulmonary
lesions.
CXR vascular engorgement was defined as positive when pulmonary vessels were found up to the
subpleural level (especially in the longitudinal vessel plane) and when their diameter was greater
than the accompanying bronchus (in the axial vessel plane). Due to the high frequency of vascular
engorgement, a separate analysis was carried out by the three pediatric radiologists to determine
the presence of vascular engorgement as the a predominant pattern in CXRs. Patients with
comorbidities such as congenital heart disease and other pulmonary overflow-causing
pathologies that could confound this sign were excluded.
Statistical analysis
To define the presence of a pathologic finding, its localization and distribution, the agreement of
at least two reviewers was required. We determined inter-rater agreement between all three
evaluators for four CXR signs (peribronchial thickening, ground-glass opacity, vascular
engorgement and consolidation) and eight tomographic signs (peribronchialthickening, ground
glass opacity, consolidation, crazy paving, halo signs, reverse halo signs, vascular engorgement
and linear opacities) using Fleiss’s Kappa statistic or Brennan-Prediger´s Kappa coefficient in the
presence of high agreement, low Kappa paradox [11,12]
Continuous variables were expressed as medians and interquartile ranges or means and standard
deviation, categoric variables were presented as values and percentages. Relative frequencies
were calculated on valid results, excluding missing values. The frequencies of pathologic findings
were calculated for each clinical characteristic and were compared by chi-square or Fisher exact
tests. The number of days from onset of symptoms until the image date for each finding was
compared using the Mann-Whitney U test. Two-tailed p<0.05 was considered statistically
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significant. All statistical analyses were performed with Stata 15 software (StataCorp. 2017. Stata
Statistical Software: Release 15. College Station, TX, USA: StataCorp LLC).
Results
Patients and clinical findings
The final study population included 140 children, after excluding 8 subjects because of the nondiagnostic quality of images. Participants included 69 males and 71 females, with a median age of
6.2 years, and an interquartile range of 1.6-12.1 years. All participants had COVID-19 infection
confirmed by RT-PCR (n=126, 90%) or immunoglobulin (IgG and IgM) tests (n=14, 10%) were
included. One hundred and thirty-one patients had CXR (108 had only CXR), and 32 patients had
CT (9 had only CT). Table 1 summarizes the demographic, clinical, and radiological findings. For
analytical purposes, the participants were divided into three groups: the preschool age group
included participants 0 to 6 years old (47.1%), the primary school age group included
participants 6 to 13 years old (30.0%), and the teenaged group included participants 13 to 18
years old (22.9%).
Cases were submitted from Peru (n=47, 33.6%), Mexico (n=26, 18.6%), Brazil (n=16, 11.4%),
Argentina (n=15, 10.7%), Colombia (n=12, 8.6%), Ecuador (n=11, 7.9%), Honduras (n=8, 5.7%),
Chile (n=3, 2.1%) and El Salvador (n=2, 1.4%).
The majority of participants were experiencing symptoms at the time of imaging (n=117, 85.4%),
with fever the most common in 60.5% (n=83) participants, followed by dyspnea (n=39, 28.4%)
and cough (n=27, 19.7%). Indications for imaging included the assessment of SARS-CoV-2
infection in 58 participants (42.6%), diagnosis of lower respiratory tract infection in 37
participants (27.2%), evaluation of previous established comorbidities or acute disease in 31
participants (22.8%), and detection of possible complications in 10 participants (7.4%). In four
participants the imaging indication was not specified.
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Approximately two-thirds of the patients (65.7%, n=92) had underlying conditions at the time of
diagnosis of SARS-CoV-2 infection. Sixteen patients had congenital heart disease (11.5%), 13 had
cancer (9.3%), and 10 had an immunodeficiency disorder (7.2%). Other underlying conditions of
various etiologies were documented in the remaining 53 patients (Online Supplemental Material
1, Table 1).
Of all participants, 62.5% (n=85) had a good clinical course and were discharged after
improvement; and 28.7% (n=39) were admitted to the ICU or underwent mechanical ventilation.
Twelve participants (8.8%) died despite resuscitation measures. We were unable to obtain
clinical follow-up data for four participants.
Chest radiography
All of the analyzed 131 CXRs had positive findings (summarized in Table 2). CXR were acquired
on average 2.3 ± 2.3 days after the onset of symptoms. The most frequent finding was
peribronchial thickening in 93.1% (n=122) (Fig. 1), followed by ground-glass opacity in 78.6%
(n=103) and vascular engorgement in 62.6% (n=82).
Ground-glass opacities were described as predominantly bilateral (n=65; 79.3%), peripheral
(n=45; 52.9%), and in the lower lobes (n=48; 51.1%) (Fig. 2 and Fig. 3). Vascular engorgement
was bilateral in most cases (n=59; 90.8%) and was generalized, in both upper and lower lobes
(n=44; 57.1%) (Fig. 4, Fig. 5 and Fig. 6). Consolidation was found in 32.8% of CXR (n=43), most
frequently peripheral (n=11; 78.6%), unilateral (n=21; 60%) and affecting the lower lobes (n=27;
64.3%) (Fig. 7). Other findings are noted in table 1.
The frequency of ground-glass opacity was higher in the preschool age group (n=56; 88.9%) and
lower in the teenaged group (n=20; 66.7%, p=0.017). Vascular engorgement was observed more
frequently in primary school children than in the preschool age and teenaged groups (79% vs.
54% and 60%, p=0.036). Consolidation was more frequent in teenagers and less frequent in
preschoolers (53.3% vs. 23.8%, p<0.019) (Table 3).
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Compared with asymptomatic patients, consolidation was found more frequently in
symptomatic patients (36.7% vs. 10.5%, p=0.032). Findings like peribronchial thickening
(100%), ground-glass opacity (89.5%) and vascular engorgement (73.7%) were more frequent
in asymptomatic patients; however, no statistical significance was found (Table 3).
In participants with a good clinical course who were not admitted to the ICU, peribronchial
thickening was the most frequent imaging finding (97.5%), followed by ground-glass opacity
(70.4%), vascular engorgement (69.1%) and consolidation (23.5%) (Table 3). CXR of patients
with a more severe clinical course (ICU admission, mechanical ventilation or death), showed
ground glass opacity in 91.3%, peribronchial thickening in 84.7%, followed by vascular
engorgement and consolidation with 47.8% each (Table 3). Therefore, CXR findings correlated to
clinical course: peribronchial thickening and vascular engorgement were frequent findings in
participants with good outcomes than in those who required ICU admission or expired (p=0.011
and 0.015 respectively). Consolidation and ground-glass opacity were more frequently found in
participants who required ICU admission or died than in those who had a milder clinical course
(p=0.006 and p=0.007, respectively).
The median number of days from onset of symptoms until the CXR was greater for participants
with consolidation than for participants with no consolidation (two days vs. one day, p=0.0279).
Consolidation was found in 29.4% of CXRs taken less than 7 days from clinical onset compared to
61.1% in radiographs taken more than 7 days from clinical onset (p=0.010). No statistically
significant association was found between the time from the onset of symptoms and other
radiological signs (Table 3 and Online Supplemental Material 2, Fig. 1).
After excluding underlying cardiovascular disease and other conditions related to pulmonary
vascular overflow, vascular engorgement was the predominant pattern in 25 participants
(21.9%) (Fig. 5 and fig. 6). The pattern was most frequent in male patients (60%), in the primary
school group (44%) and in symptomatic participants (83.3%). It was present in 16.7% of
asymptomatic participants. Patients who were imaged < seven days after symptom onset showed
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vascular engorgement on the chest radiograph in 91.2% of cases. For four children with vascular
engorgement on initial CXR, the progression to ground glass opacity or consolidation was
confirmed in follow-up CXR or CT (Fig. 7).
Chest CT
Chest CT was performed in 32 children in our cohort, on average 8.8±10.1 days after the onset of
symptoms. The most frequent CT findings were ground-glass opacity (90.6%, n = 29) and
vascular engorgement (84.4%, n = 27). Ground glass opacity was characteristically bilateral
(79.3%), diffuse (76%), and with segmental (48%) and subpleural distributions (45%) (fig. 8).
Regarding CT findings by age group, ground-glass opacity was present in 100% preschoolers, in
90.9% of the primary school group, and in 83.3% of the teenagers. Vascular engorgement was
found characteristically in the lower lobes (100%) and bilaterally (84%).
Central peribronchial thickening was found in 71.9% of the CTs (n=23) (Fig. 9). Consolidation
was identified in 68.8% of CT images (n=22), affecting two pulmonary lobes on average. Halo
signs, reverse halo signs, and crazy paving were present in 37.5%, 34.4% and 31.3% of CTs,
respectively (Fig. 8). Consolidation, halo signs, reverse halo signs, and crazy paving were more
frequent in teenagers, representing 75%, 50%, 50% and 41% respectively.
Interobserver agreement
All agreement measures (Kappa statistic) for the four radiological signs and eight tomographic
signs ranged between 0.13 and 0.58 (p<0.05) indicating slight to moderate agreement [11] among
all reviewers. The sign with the poorest observed agreement was CXR vascular engorgement
(58.9%); peribronchial thickening showed the greatest agreement (88.8%). (Table 4)
Discussion
CXR is the recommended initial modality to evaluate the pulmonary effects of COVID-19 infection
in children, and our study revealed that all radiographs of proven COVID-19-infected child
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participants were abnormal. The first published studies of children [13, 14] reported few findings
in CXRs; however, subsequent reports [9] highlighted findings that had probably not been
considered, such as peribronchial thickening. It is known that intra and interobserver variability
account for differences due to varying observer expertise in the imaging interpretation of
pediatric pneumonia [15]. In our cohort, peribronchial thickening was the most frequent finding
in CXRs, consistent with the study conducted by Caro-Dominguez et al. [9]. This finding reflects
airway involvement secondary to infection due to the SARS-CoV-2 virus and airway
inflammation. The anatomical characteristics of the tracheobronchial tree in children, with
shorter and narrower airway branches, promote greater small particle and microorganism
deposition in the respiratory tract, especially in the upper airways, compared to adults [16]. Many
other viruses and inflammatory diseases besides COVID-19 lead to central peribronchial
thickening; therefore, this is a nonspecific radiological sign of limited diagnostic value. The
feature was present in all age groups, and was also identified by CT (72%). Chen et al [6] reported
that CT bronchial wall thickening was more commonly seen in children than in adults.

The SARS-CoV-2 virus infects the host by binding its surface protein S to angiotensin converting
enzyme 2 (ACE-2) receptors in alveolar cells, and also in cells of the intestine, kidney, heart and
vascular endothelium [17]. In the parenchymal lung, COVID-19 causes alveolar epithelium
damage, and variable degrees of exudation into the air space, which is manifested as ground-glass
opacity, consolidation, or crazy paving. In our case series, ground-glass opacity was the second
most frequent finding in CXRs and the most frequent feature on CT (91%). The most common
ground glass-opacity distribution was bilateral and peripheral, with lower lobe predominance,
which is in agreement with previously published studies [18-20]. Ground-glass opacity was most
common in children younger than six years old (88.9%, p <0.05). This pattern was also most
frequent during the first week of SARS-CoV-2 infection and was associated with an unfavorable
disease course.
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Consolidation was most frequently seen in teenagers (53%, p<0.05), with unilateral and
peripheral distribution. However, it was also identified in asymptomatic children (10%), and
increased in frequency and extension after seven days of known COVID-19 and in patients with
unfavorable course.

Our study has demonstrated that imaging of asymptomatic children can show findings of active
infectious disease. In our cohort, 14% of children who were asymptomatic but produced positive
RT-PCR tests had peribronchial thickening, and many had ground-glass opacity and pulmonary
vascular engorgement. Consolidation was found significantly less frequently in this group than in
symptomatic children.

In our study, 32 children were evaluated with chest CT, most at seven days after clinical onset.
The main finding was ground-glass opacity, in agreement with previously published data [21-27].
In contrast with our findings, some authors, also based on pediatric CT findings, reported more
localized ground-glass opacity, lower ground-glass attenuation, and lower lobar involvement in
pediatric studies [24]. Some of our cases were associated with uncharacteristic imaging patterns,
such as pseudo-nodular ground-glass opacity or consolidation, opacities with the
peribronchovascular bundles (bronchopneumonic pattern) or manifested as ill-defined groundglass nodules (Fig. 10). These imaging features may be less common findings or represent early
stages of pulmonary compromise in SARS-CoV-2 infection, previous to consolidation.
Nevertheless, we could not rule out concurrent bacterial or viral infections.

In many studies [8,9,19], ground-glass opacity has been associated with consolidation areas, halo
signs or reverse halo signs. These findings were also present in our participants, mainly in
teenagers. In contrast with Xia et al. [8], who suggested that the halo sign might be considered a
typical sign in pediatric patients with COVID-19, we did not identify significant statistical data to
assert this hypothesis.
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During CXRs evaluation, we found dilatation of the peripheral pulmonary vessels in nearly 63%
of our cases. Some recently published studies have reported vascular engorgement in COVID-19,
almost all were focused on adult chest CT findings [28-30]; in agreement with these reports, in
our CT series we found this feature in 84% of cases in our CT studies. To the best of our
knowledge, this finding has not been previously reported in CXRs of pediatric patients. To further
study the features of this finding, the evaluators excluded all participants with congenital heart
disease or other comorbid conditions that might cause pulmonary overflow and mild vascular
dilatation. Also, it should be mentioned that none of the submitted cases had myocarditis or MISC. The evaluator consensus resulted in 25 patients with vascular engorgement as the
predominant CXR pattern. In this group of participants, the feature was seen predominantly in
the lower lobes, had a bilateral distribution, and was identified as isolated or in association with
perihilar peribronchial wall thickening. Nevertheless, this finding had the poorest agreement
among our evaluators, and in addition, this finding may be a challenge to be identified by
radiologists with little experience in evaluating pediatric chest imaging studies.

Despite widespread interest in the pathophysiology of SARS-CoV-2 infection, there is little
published evidence regarding changes in peripheral lung vessels in pediatric patients. Recently,
Lang et al. [29] suggested that abnormal pulmonary vasoregulation could play an important role
in COVID-19, and concluded that the dilatation of medium to small vessels, including subpleural
vessels, may occur throughout the lung (not only in compromised areas), which could indicate a
diffuse vascular process. Using a parallel rationale, we suggest that the pulmonary vascular
engorgement found in initial CXRs reflects changes in lung parenchymal vasculature at an early
stage of COVID-19 in children (Fig. 4, Fig. 5, Fig. 6 and Fig. 7).

Some post-mortem studies have highlighted the disease-related vascular changes as a distinctive
feature of SARS-CoV-2 infection [31]. Damage to the vascular endothelium has been described,
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and also associated with the intracellular presence of the virus, distal thrombi in small pulmonary
vessels, and angiogenesis [17,31]. Cavagna et al. [32], argued that hypercoagulability associated
with SARS-CoV-2 infection and concomitant endothelial damage may have an important role in
pulmonary vessel damage and thrombosis. Nevertheless, validation studies are needed to
thoroughly corroborate the pulmonary vascular changes and damage in children with COVID-19.

Besides the absence of normal vessel tapering toward the lung periphery, in some CTs we also
noticed small dilated vessels running parallel to the pleural surface, with a “comb” appearance,
(similar to the sign described in some inflammatory bowel diseases or in mesenteric vasculitis)
[32,34]. We termed this finding as “pulmonary comb sign” (Fig. 11). Subpleural interlobular
septal thickening is probably related to damage and engorgement of small peripheral venous
vessels, and their involvement may cause pleural thickening and a small amount of pleural
effusion, as observed in some of our participants. Some less common findings in our case series
were pleural effusion, atelectasis, nodules and linear opacities. Lymphadenopathies were not
observed.

Thoracic imaging findings certainly depend on the progress of COVID-19. It is well known initial
chest CT is normal in approximately 40% of mild or asymptomatic COVID-19 cases [35,36]. In
adult CTs, the most frequent finding is the ground-glass opacity, mainly in the second week of the
disease [25,26]. In our cohort, a high number of cases showed a mixed pattern of ground-glass
opacity, consolidation, pulmonary vascular dilatation and peribronchial thickening; probably
because CT was performed only in very severe and advanced cases (more than seven days from
symptom onset) and a high percentage of children had an underlying comorbidity (65,7%).
Socioeconomic factors should also be considered in Latin America, as later admissions into the
health system are common.
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Our study has several limitations. First, it is a multicenter study with a heterogeneous data source
and some incomplete clinical data. Second, different imaging acquisition protocols would impact
the heterogeneous quality of the exams. Third, pediatric radiologists were not blinded to the
COVID-19 diagnosis, so observer bias might be present. Despite these limitations, this study helps
establish the radiological profile and evolution of COVID-19 in children.
Conclusion
Chest imaging findings in pediatric COVID-19 patients are nonspecific and cannot be
distinguished from other pediatric airway infections, but some points can be learned from this
study. Asymptomatic children and those with mild symptoms show mainly central peribronchial
thickening, ground-glass opacities and vascular engorgement in chest radiography. In moderate
and severe cases of the disease, chest radiography helps rule out complications and differential
diagnoses, especially in children with underlying conditions. Ground-glass opacities are most
frequently seen in younger children, while consolidation is most frequently observed in
teenagers, who then have an unfavorable course. CT findings are nonspecific and this modality
should be reserved for severe cases with unfavorable courses despite therapy.
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Table 1. Clinical and pulmonary findings of 140 Latin American children with
COVID-19
Total
n

%

Median IQR

6.2

1.6 - 12.1

0 – 6 years

66

47.1

6 – 13 years

42

30.0

>13 years

32

22.9

Female

71

50.7

Patients with symptom data

137

Symptomatic

117

85.4

Fever

83

60.6

Dyspnea

39

28.5

Cough

27

19.7

Tachypnea

22

16

Tachycardia

9

6.5

Rhinorrhea

6

4.3

Productive cough

5

3.6

Odynophagia

5

3.6

Comorbidities

92

65.7

Patients with Clinical outcome data

136

Clinical features
Age (years)

Favorable

85

62.5

ICU admission

32

23.5

Mechanical ventilation

7

5.1

Death

12

8.8

2.3

2.3

1

1-3

CT (mean, SD)

8.8

10.1

Median IQR

6.5

9.5 - 11.5

Days from symptom onset to exam date
X Ray (mean, SD)
Median, IQR

Imaging findings
Chest X Ray

131

Peribronchial Thickening

122

93.1

Ground glass opacity

103

78.6

Vascular Engorgement

82

62.6

Consolidation

43

32.8

22

Predominant vascular engorgement *

25

21.9

Pleural effusion
Atelectasis

8

6.1

3

2.3

Computed Tomography

32

Ground glass

29

90.6

Vascular Engorgement

27

84.4

Peribronchial thickening

23

71.9

Consolidation

22

68.8

Halo

12

37.5

Reverse halo

11

34.4

Crazy Paving

10

31.3

Linear Opacity
Pleural effusion

5
4

15.6
12.9

Nodule

3

9.7

* Total excluding cardiovascular underlying conditions
IQR interquartile range.
Relative frequencies were calculated on valid results
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Table 2. Chest radiographic findings in 131 Latin American children with COVID-19
Ground Glass
Opacity

Consolidation

Vascular
engorgement

n
45
24
16

%
78.6
14.3
7.1

n
11
2
1

%

n

Peripheral
Central
Both

%
52.9
28.2
18.8

Bilateral
Unilateral

79.3
20.7

65
17

40
60

14
21

90.8
9.2

59
6

Upper lobes
Lower lobes †
Both

12.8
51.1
36.2

12
48
34

4.8
64.3
31

2
27
13

3.9
39.0
57.1

3
30
44

2

1.5 - 3

1

1-2

90.1

39

Number of lobes (median, IQR)
Segmental or lobar

† Middle lobe was considered as lower lobe.
Relative frequencies were calculated on valid results

0

Table 3. Chest radiographic and tomographic findings frequencies
(%) by clinical characteristics
Age (years)
0 to <6
Radiological
features
Vascular
Engorgement
Peribronchial
Thickening
Hazy Opacity
Consolidation
Predominant
vascular
engorgement
♰
Tomographic
features
Vascular
Engorgement
Ground Glass

6 to
<13

>= 13

(n=63) (n=38) (n=30)
54.0

79.0

60.0

92.1

97.4

90.0

88.9

71.1

66.7

23.8

31.6

53.3

17.0

29.7

16.7

Symptomatic

ICU admission or
death

Yes

Yes

No

(n=109) (n=19)
*

No

Days from
symptoms ons
<7 days

(n=46) (n=81)

>= 7 d

(n=109) (n=18

59.6

73.7

47.8

69.1

*

62.4

55.6

91.7

100.0

84.7

97.5

*

92.7

94.4

*

76.2

89.5

91.3

70.4

*

79.8

77.8

*

36.7

10.5

47.8

23.5

*

29.4

61.1

21.3

23.5

16.7

24.3

23.7

11.8

(n=30)

(n=2)

(n=16)

(n=16

*

(n=9)

(n=11) (n=12)

(n=17) (n=15)

77.8

100.0

75.0

83.3

100.0

82.4

86.7

93.8

75.0

100.0

90.9

83.3

90.0

100.0

94.1

86.7

93.8

87.5

Crazy Paving

22.2

27.3

41.7

33.3

0.0

35.3

26.7

25.0

37.5

Consolidation

66.7

63.6

75.0

70.0

50.0

70.6

66.7

68.8

68.8

Halo

11.1

45.5

50.0

40.0

0.0

35.3

40.0

43.8

31.3

Reverse Halo

33.3

18.2

50.0

36.7

0.0

47.1

20.0

43.8

31.3

* p<0.05 fisher´s exact chi2
♰ Totals excluding cardiovascular underlying conditions (n=114)
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Table 4. Imaging finding frequencies among raters and
inter-rater agreement
Frequency, %
Overall
Rater Rater
frequency
1
2
(95% CI) ≥ 2
raters
Radiological
features
Ground glass
78.6 (70.7 80.9
64.9
opacity
84.9)
Vascular
62.6 (53.9 29.0
84.7
engorgement
70.5)
Peribronchial
93.1 (87.2 95.4
87.8
thickening
96.4)
Consolidation
32.8 (25.2 30.0
32.8
41.4)
Tomographic
features
Ground glass
opacity
Crazy Paving
Vascular
engorgement
Peribronchial
thickening
Halo
Reverse halo
Consolidation
Linear Opacities

90.6 (73.3 97.1)
31.2 (18.0 48.6)
84.4 (66.3 93.7)
71.9 (53.1 85.2)
37.5 (22.0 56.1)
34.4 (19.5 53.1)
68.8 (50.0 82.9)
15.6 (6.3 33.7)

Rater
3

Inter-rater Agreement
Agreement
Fleiss Kappa
p
%
(95% CI)
value

67.2

67.9

62.6

58.9

90.1

88.8

38.2

80.2

68.8

90.6

93.8

79.2

29.1

18.8

59.4

66.7

68.8

78.1

93.8

64.6

65.6

90.6

56.3

68.9

18.8

56.3

46.9

68.9

31.3

18.8

59.4

70.1

46.9

68.8

78.1

75.0

25.0

18.8

18.8

85.4

0.22 (0.09 –
0.36)
0.13 (0.04 –
0.26)
0.31 (0.12 –
0.49)
0.56 (0.44 –
0.67)

0.58 (0.36 –
0.80)
0.27 (0.01 –
0.53)
0.29 (0.05 –
0.53)
0.38 (0.13 –
0.62)
0.35 (0.10 –
0.60)
0.37 (0.12 –
0.62)
0.45 (0.19 –
0.71)
0.52 (0.20 –
0.84)

0.001
0.01
0.001
<0.001

<0.001 *
0.039
0.021

*

0.004

*

0.008
0.006
0.001
0.002

Fleiss Kappa coefficient, otherwise
stated. CI: Confidence interval
*Brennan-Prediger´s Kappa coefficient
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FIGURES
Fig. 1- Two-year-old asymptomatic girl with juvenile idiopathic arthritis and
immunosuppression. Frontal CXR shows central peribronchial thickening, with peribronchial
cuffing (arrowhead).

Fig. 2. Eight-day-old asymptomatic female. A portable chest radiograph shows ground-glass
opacities, peribronchial thickening and left basal atelectasis (retrocardiac).
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Fig. 3. Six-year-old girl, with leukemia, fever and respiratory distress for two days, hospitalized
in the intensive care unit. The portable chest radiograph shows central ill-defined ground-glass
opacities, vascular engorgement and consolidation in the right upper lobe.

Fig. 4- Five-year-old girl, previously healthy, with fever for three days and clinical suspicion of
viral infection of the lower respiratory tract. Frontal chest radiograph shows vascular
engorgement more evident on the right side with right perihilar consolidation and ground-glass
opacities.

4

Fig.5- Eleven-year-old boy with fever for 24 h, previously healthy. A. Frontal chest radiograph
shows bilateral vascular engorgement B. Left pulmonary base close-up of frontal chest
radiograph to show pulmonary vascular engorgement.

Fig. 6 Twelve-year-old boy, asymptomatic, positive to PCR-RT for SARS-CoV-2. The image was
acquired within the first 72 h of clinical suspicion. A. Frontal chest radiograph shows bilateral
vascular engorgement B. Right pulmonary base close-up of frontal chest radiograph shows
vascular engorgement to better advantage.

5

Fig. 7- Thirteen-year-old girl, previously healthy, one day after fever onset and with O2 saturation
of 89%, who required intensive care unit admission. (A) At ICU the admission chest radiograph
shows subtle right lower lobe vascular engorgement; (B) 24 h post-admission at ICU, the chest
radiograph shows diffuse consolidation in the right lower lobe and right central ground-glass
opacity. Her clinical status worsened and chest CT was performed (not shown).

Fig. 8- (A) Fifteen-year-old boy, with leukemia, who presented with diarrhea (suspicion of
neutropenic colitis) and clinical deterioration. Axial lung window CT image shows rounded area
of ground-glass in the posterior segment of the left upper lobe, with prominent vessels. (B) Same
patient with focal peripheral consolidations in the lower lobes, with a “reverse halo” sign (black
arrow) containing a dilated vessel.

6

Fig. 9. One-year-old girl with a brain tumor admitted to the intensive care unit for dyspnea and
tachypnea. Chest CT was requested on day 14 of hospitalization due to clinical deterioration and
no response to treatment. Axial lung window CT image shows peribronchial thickening
(arrows)

Fig 10. Ten-year-old boy, previously healthy, who presented with fever, dry cough, tachypnea
and dyspnea that lasted for three days. Axial lung window CT image shows multifocal pneumonia
with multiple ground-glass nodules.
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Fig. 11- Ten-year-old girl, with sickle cell anemia presented with cervical pain that lasted one
day. A. Frontal chest radiograph shows central peribronchial thickening and bilateral vascular
engorgement. B. Axial CT image confirms vascular engorgement and shows parallel vascular
tracts that reach the pleural surface (pulmonary comb sign inside the ellipse). C. The presence of
peripheral vascular tracts that reach the pleura was corroborated at the sagittal reconstruction
lung window CT image (black arrows).
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Online Supplementary Material
Online supplementary material 1, Table 1 shows comorbidities or associated conditions in our
cohort.
COMORBIDITIES OR CONDITIONS
None
Congenital / acquired heart disease
Cancer
Immunodeficiency disorder
Chronic pulmonary disease
Metabolic disorder/obesity
Neurological condition
Burned patient
Orthopedic condition
Gastric/digestive system disease
Other infectious disease
Post-surgical state
Chronic renal disease
Puerperium

n
48
16
13
10
9
9
8
6
6
6
3
3
2
1

PERCENTAGE
34.3
11.5
9.3
7.2
6.4
6.4
5.7
4.3
4.3
4.3
2.1
2.1
1.4
0.7

Online supplementary material 2, Fig.1: Frequency of chest radiography findings regarding
clinical features.
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0
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